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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
Multivariate integral kernel transformations of the multivariate empirical process 
are considered. The asymptotic behaviour of these transforms are investigated when 
a null-hypothesis completely specifies the underlying distribution and also when 
parameters are also estimated from the sample. In both cases conditions for the 
kernel are found ensuring that strong approximation, weak convergence, rates of 
convergence and uniform consistency results hold, the latter often being in the form 
of functional and common log log laws. It is hoped that certain composite 
hypothesis-testing problems might be handled by the obtained results. A number of 
problems are posed in this regard. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d > 1 be an integer and let X, , X, ,... be a sequence of independent d- 
dimensional random vectors with common distribution function F,(x), 
x E Rd. Let F,(x) denote the empirical distribution function of the first n 
vectors and consider the nth empirical process 
P,(x) = n”*Mx) - ~&)I~ xERd. (1.1) 
Introduce also the (d + 1)-variate Kiefer process K,&x, u), x E Rd, u > 0, 
associated with the distribution function F,. This is a (d + 1)-variate 
Gaussian process with the properties that for any x = (xi ,..., xd), 
Y = (Y, 9 *-a, yd) E Rd and U, v > 0, 
lim 
Xj’-cc 
KFO(x, ,..., xd, U) = 0, j = I,..., d, 
lim 
(XI,..., x~)-t(m.....co) 
xd, u) = O, 
(1.2) 
wQ(-% u> k&Y u) = P,(x A Y) - F,(x) F,(Y)1 tJ * u7 
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where x A y = (min(x, , yi),..., min(x,, y,)). It is well known that /3, is 
distributed asymptotically as a d-variate Brownian bridge process 
&$4 x E R d, associated with the distribution function F,. Note that 
K”~K~~( ., n) is such a process for each n = 1,2,.... One of the presently 
available strongest results expressing this fact is due to Komlos et al. [ 181 
(d = 1) and Philipp and Pinzur [26] (d > 2) and reads as follows. If the 
basic sequence {X,} is defined on a specially constructed probability space 
(Q, &, P), then there exists a Kiefer process KFO, defined on 
Q~R~x[O,co)suchthat 
sup IP,(x) - n - ‘j2 K&,(x, n) 1 = o(u,(n)) a.s., 
xeRd 
(1.3) 
where 
Ud(lt) = n --1’2(log n)2, d= 1, 
= n - 1/(5000d2) 
9 d> 2. 
Assume now that we are given a parametric family of d-variate 
distribution functions 
Sr= {F(.;@:OE OcRp}, (1.4) 
where p > 1 is some integer, and that the common distribution function of 
the X, belongs to this family, i.e., F,(a) = F(.; B’), 19’ E 0. The true value 8’ 
is unknown. Thus consider the estimated empirical process 
j?,(x) = n 1’2 [F”(X) - qx; d”)], (l-5) 
where the p-vector 0, is some estimator of 0’ based on the first n obser- 
vations X, ,..., X,. Concerning the asymptotic normality of this estimator, 
suppose that there is a function 1: Rd x 0 + RP such that 
n l/*(dn - 00) = n - 1’2 + l(xj ; eo) + &,, 
Jrl (1.6) 
where E, +’ 0 (4’ will denote convergence in probability). Introducing the 
notation (e = (0, ,..., e,)) 
v,F(x; e*) = v,F(x; e)leze. = 
c 
&qx; e),..., &pi e) 
)I 
(1.7) 
1 P e=e* 
and 
(1.8) 
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for the inner product in RP, consider the Gaussian process to be called here 
the Durbin process: 
D(x; 0”) =&&x) - ( JRd 4~; 0’) d&Jy>, V,F(X; 0’)) (l-9) 
with F,(e) = F(.; f3”). Assuming some regularity conditions on I (cf. Section 
3 here) Burke et al. [l] proved that for a sequence of copies D’“‘(x; 8’) of 
D(x; do), supplied by BE’(.) = n- “*KF,(., n) on the probability space of 
(1.3), we have 
sup ] B,(x) - D’“‘(x; 0”) ( : 0 (1.10) 
xatd 
generalising the corresponding univariate (d = 1) weak convergence result of 
Durbin [7]. Consequently, if v, is a continuous functional on the space of 
real functions on Rd endowed with the supremum topology, then 
,lh& prldk(->> < tl = PrhW.; e”>) < tl (1.11) 
at each continuity point of the latter distribution function. Since this 
distribution function generally depends on the unknown true value 6’ of the 
parameter, results like (1.11) cannot generally be used to construct a test for 
checking the composite hypothesis F EjT. This unfortunate fact was 
remarked upon by Durbin 17-91. 
Based on results of the form of (1.3) for empirical characteristic functions 
in [2] and [4], complete analogues of (1.10) were proved in [3] and [4] 
(d = 1 and d > 1, respectively) for the Fourier transform 
I eW(x, t)) &Ax), tEScRd, Rd 
where S is some compact set, under some (partly necessary) conditions on 
F. This experience has led the present author to formulate the following two 
questions. 
Consider the function 
k:RdxRq+R, 
where q > 1 is an integer and introduce 
(1.12) 
t,(t) = ,fd k(x; t) &k4, tEScRq, 
a kernel transform of the parameter-estimated empirical process. The first 
question is: Under what (possibly minimal set of) conditions does fn 
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converge weakly (t E S) to some limit process G,(t; 13’)? The second 
question is: What is the kernel k belonging to F but not depending on 8’, if 
any, for which G, possess a functional o such that the distribution of 
cp(G,(. ; 6”)) does not depend on I!?‘? 
Unfortunately, only the first question is answered here. But since this 
answer is not immediate and since we can have a chance to answer (if it is 
possible at all) the second question only if we know an answer to the first, it 
seemed perhaps reasonable to write down a solution to the first problem and 
to pose the second question to the statistical community in a rigorous form 
at the beginning of Sections 4 and 5. Section 2 deals thoroughly with the 
ordinary (nonestimated) transformed process presenting strong approx- 
imation, weak convergence, and uniform consistency results. The estimated 
variant is treated in Section 3. One can choose q to be p and look at the 
process T,J0) on the parameter space. Then it is natural to consider the 
statistic 7’,(8,). This is done in Section 4. Some further comments are put 
forward in Section 5. 
It should be pointed out that in a recent paper Hmaladze [ 141 deals with a 
problem (in the case d =p = 1) closely related to ours. This problem is 
attributed to Bolshev and is the following. How to choose the kernel k that 
the random variable 
a2 co 
I I W y> d4&4 d4J.d --m -02 
would have a prescribed distribution? Since this variable can be represented 
by the infinite quadratic form CJZ r Af ZT, where Z,, Z,,... are independent 
standard normal variables, this problem is equivalent to finding k such that 
the Aj are prescribed, for example, n; = (~j)-~. As compared to our problem 
here, together with the resulting distribution, the Cramer-von Mises L, 
functional v, is also given in advance. Therefore the solution of the 
corresponding first question simply follows form Durbin’s theorem here, for 
one has to show weak convergence in the L, space only. On the other hand, 
it is not surprising that the kernel Hmaladze finds, under some assumptions 
on fl, depends again on 8’. Namely, he obtains 
k(x; y) = 2 Smj(X) hj( Y; e"), 
j=l 
where the eigenfunctions mj correspond to Lj and hi E L2((m, as), dF,) 
satisfying some conditions related to F,. Finally, Hmaladze [ 141 proposes 
the component statistic 
n-1’2 i n: 2 h,(Xj& 
$=I j=l 
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converging in distribution to C:=, Af Zf for each finite r, provided that 
h , ,..., h, have already been determined. 
An analogous result was more recently obtained by Schoenfeld [28]. In 
his new paper Hmaladze [ 15) derives some further results in the above spirit. 
Diaparidze and Nikulin [lo] gave interesting results for the case when R is 
a scale-shift family. The Cramer-von Mises statistic itself, when parameters 
are estimated, and other aspects of the theory were investigated in depth by 
Neuhaus [22-241. Some further references can be found in these and 
Durbin’s papers. Earlier investigations into such directions are due to 
Gihman [12], Darling [6] and Kac et al. [17]. 
2. THE KERNEL-TRANSFORMED EMPIRICAL PROCESS 
Let S c R9 be a compact set and let k be a function 
such that k(. ; t) is Bore1 measurable on Rd for any t E S, k(x; .) is 
continuous on S for almost all x with respect to dF, and that the transform 
K,(t) = jRd W 0 dF,tx) (2.1) 
is a continuous function on S as well. Its empirical counterpart 
K,(t) = jRd k(x; t) dFn(x) = f $ k(Xj; t) 
J-1 
(2.2) 
can be viewed as an unbiased estimate for the theoretical “curve” K,(t) and 
the process, with /3, of (1. 1 ), 
T”(t) = n 1/Z [K,(t) - z&(t)] 
= Rd ktx; t> dP,dx) I 
=n-‘12 J=$ [k&g)-K,(t)] 
is almost surely a random element of the separable Banach space 
Q(S) = {f(t), t E S} of continuous functions f on S endowed with the 
supremum norm ]I f Ilrn = sup{] f (t)l: t E S}. According to the classical strong 
law of large numbers, K,(t) is pointwise strongly consistent for K,(t) for any 
kernel k described above, and the following uniform consistency property is 
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a special case of the generalisation of this strong law for Banach space- 
valued random variables due to Fortet and Mourier (cf. [ 16, p. 13 1 I). 
PROPOSITION 1. supIEs ]lu,(t) -K,(t)/ + 0 U.S. if and only if JRd suplcs 
I k(x; t)l dF,(x) < co. 
Suppose now the stronger condition that 
(9 i sup k2(x; t) dF,(x) < a. Rd IES 
Then, according to the muhi-dimensional central limit theorem, the fnite- 
dimensional distributions of {T,,} converge (on S) to those of a Gaussian 
process T(t), t E S, for which we have for any s, t E S that ET(t) = 0, 
ET(s) T(t) = j-d k(x; s) k(x; t) dF,(x) - K,(s) K,(t). 
This process can be represented by the stochastic integral 
Ten)(t) = n- ‘I2 lRd k(x; t) dK,&x, n j, 
where KFo(x, u) is the Kiefer process of (1.2), i.e., T(“) is, for each 
n = 1, 2,..., a copy of T. Condition (i), of course, does not guarantee the 
weak convergence of T,, to T. We consider this under the following 
Lipschitzian condition. 
(ii) There exist a pseudo-metric o, continuous with respect to the 
Euclidean distance, and a function v: S X S + S such that, for each pair 
s, t E s, 
I k(x; s) - qx; t) I < o(s, t) M(x; v(s, t)) 
for every x E R*, where for the function M we have 
i 
sup M2(x; t) dF,(x) < ~0. 
Rd IES (2.3) 
We still require a further condition for the “smoothness” of cr. Let AYV be the 
sigma-algebra of o-Bore1 subsets of S induced by u. 
(iii) There exists a probability measure ,u on (S, ~3~) such that 
1 El2 
1% P{tES,o(s,tj< ul 
du = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 2. If conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, then {T,) 
converges weakly in Q(S) to T. Consequently, on a suitable probability space 
we have 
;F; ) T,(t) - Tcn)(t)l = o((log log n)“‘) a.s. (2.4) 
Proof. The first statement is a special case of Heinkel’s central limit 
theorem in [ 131 (cf. also [ 191). The second statement follows from the 
approximation result of Philipp [25] (cf. also (1.2) in [21 I). 
For u > 0 let N,,(S, u) denote the smallest number of open balls of radius 
u in the o pseudo-metric, with centers in S, that covers S. It is well known 
[ 11, Corollaire 6.2.4) that the entropy condition 
I 
’ (log N,(S, ,))“* du < 00 
0 
implies condition (iii). 
Even the first statement of Proposition 2 implies, by the well-known result 
of Pisier [27], the functional law of the iterated logarithm, i.e., the 
conclusion of Proposition 3 below. This follows more directly from (2.4) by 
proving it simply for T (‘). But condition (iii) can be weakened in this regard. 
Indeed, Theorem 1.3 of Ledoux [ 191 contains the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied and there exists a 
probability measure ,u on (S, ~8~) such that for q(u) = (log u/log log log u)“* 
we have 
1 
~{tES,a(s,t)<u} 
du = 0, (2.5) 
then {T,,(.)/(2 log log n)“‘} is almost surely relatively compact in q’(S) and 
the set of its limit points is 
X(F,) = (m: m(t) = j,, k(x; t) dg(x), g E F(F,), t E S }, 
where 
y(Fo) = 
I 
g: g(x) = I,, h(y) dFo(y), 
jRd h*(y) dFo(y) Q 1, jRd h(y) @o(y) = 01 
withR,=(yERd:y<x}foranyxERd. 
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Condition (2.5) here is implied by J”: q(N,(S, u)) du < co. 
For the uniform rate of consistency of K, of (2.2) the latter proposition 
naturally implies that, under (i), (ii) and (2.5), 
( 
n 
1 
l/2 
lim sup 
n-* 2 log log n =F I K,(t) - K,(t) I 
In fact, as another statement of Ledoux’s theorem implies, the almost sure 
finiteness of the lim sup here is ensured by requiring only, besides (i) and 
(ii), 
1 
p{tES,a(s,t) < u) 
du < co 
instead of (2.5), where D(S) is the diameter of S. 
Proposition 2 may be viewed as a partial generalisation of the sufficiency 
part of the weak convergence results of [20] and [4] for the empirical 
characteristic process, where the kernel is k(x; t) = cos(x, t) or sin(x, t) with 
d = q. On the other hand, by choosing d = q = 1 and k(x; t) = exp(xt), it is a 
complete generalisation of the weak convergence theorem in [ 51 for the 
empirical moment generating function on a suitable interval S, as indicated 
in [5]. In this latter case u and M of condition (ii) can be chosen as 
u(s, t) = ]s - t ] and M(x; t) = x exp(xt), while p of condition (iii) can be 
chosen as p(a) =A(.)/A(S), where A(.) is the one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure. These examples show that the following stronger versions of 
conditions (i) and (ii)-(iii) may often hold in practice. 
(i)* For some 6 > 0, 
I SUP I k(x; 1) I 2+6 dF,(x) < 00. Rd IES 
(ii)* There exist a number 0 < a < 1 and a function v: S x S + S such 
that for each pair s, t E S, 
Ik(x;s) - k(x; t)l < IS - ty M(x; v(s, t)) 
for every x E Rd, where for the function M we have (2.3). 
Under these conditions it is possible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the 
size of the “little 0” term in (2.4), that is, to prove an approximation result of 
the nature of (1.3). 
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PROPOSITION 4. if conditions (i)* and (ii)* are satisfied then on a 
suitable probability space 
wg 1 T,(t) - P(t)1 = O(n-“>) as., 
where 1 > 0 depends only on 6, a and q. 
ProoJ: This proposition is a fairly immediate consequence of Theorems 
1.1 and 4.2 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 of Marcus and Phillipp [21]. Indeed, 
let i = 2 in Section 4 of [21] and a@, t) = ur(s, t) = 1 s - t Ia. This is a trans- 
lation invariant metric and thus it is enough to prove the proposition on 
5’ = [-f, 41”. For N,(S, h) = N,(h) we obtain, by Lemma 4.4 of (211, that 
1 
um (log N,(/z))“’ dh < C, un -’ 
0 
with any small E > 0, where the positive constants C,, C,,... will depend only 
on q. Hence by Theorem 4.2 of [ 2 1 ] we have 
sup E 
I 
sup IT,(s)- T,(t)] 
n>1 Is-fl<U 
Then by Lemma 4.1 of [2 1 ] for any 0 < u < 1 there exists a projection 
P, : @(S) + W(S) such that dim P, < l/u and 
< vI(C, u”4) 
Q c, u Cc2 - E”q, 
where N; ’ is the inverse function of N,, and the second inequality here 
holds because N,(u) 2 C, ueq. Therefore case (iii) of Theorem 1.1 of Marcus 
and Philipp [21] implies the proposition. 
We note that Proposition 4 now complements the weak convergence result 
in [5] for the empirical moment generating function with a O(KA)-rate 
approximation on a generally shorter interval S, depending on 6 in the 
obvious way. 
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3. THE KERNEL-TRANSFORMED ESTIMATED EMPIRICAL PROCESS 
Let us now consider the setup between (1.4) and (1.13) of the Introduction 
and set F,(x) = F(x; 80). Let a’ = (a,,..., a,)’ denote the column vector 
corresponding to the row vector a = (a, ,..., up). We introduce more 
regularity conditions: 
(iv) There is a d-variate p-dimensional vector-valued Bore1 measurable 
function I(.; B’)for which (1.6) holds with E, -+P 0, and EI(X, ; 19”) = (O,..., 0), 
while the matrix M(6’) = El/(X, ; 6’) 1(X, ; 8’) is finite and nonnegative 
definite. 
(v) The partial derivatives of each component of the vector function I, with 
order not exceeding d, exist almost everywhere (with respect to the d- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure) on Rd, and for any u > 0, 
where I/x1( = max(]x, I,..., Ixdl) is the maximum norm of x = (xl ,..., xd). 
(vi) The q +p variate p-dimensional vector function Hk(t; 0) = 
.i-Rd ‘+; t) fi,F(x; 0) is continuous on the compact set S x O,, where 0, is 
the closure of some neighbourhood of 8O. 
We note here that we proved (1. IO) in [ 1 ] assuming (iv), (v) and that 
V&x; 0) is uniformly continuous on Rd X 0,. 
Introduce now the Gaussian process, t E S, 
G,(t; 6”) = T(t) - lRd f(x; 0”) dB,&x), H,(t; 0”) 
= jRd k(x; 4 dB&) - ( jRd 4~; 6’) d&,(x), jRd k(x; t) dV,F(x; 6’)) 
= jRd p4x; t) - (4x: 6% jRd k(y; t) fl,F(y; 6”) dB,W. 
We have EG,(t; 0”) = 0 and using condition (iv), we obtain, with K, of (2.1), 
that 
EG,(s; 6”) G,(t; 0’) = jRd k(x; s) k(x; t) dF,(x) -K,(s) K,(t) 
+ jRd (I@; 6’1, H&; B”))(l(x; 6’1, H& 6’)) dF,(x) 
= ET(s) T(t) + Hk(s; 0”) M(8’) H;(t; t3”). 
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Consider now the sequence of copies 
Gp’(t; So) = T’“‘(t) - I,, 1(x; f3”) dBE(x), H,(t; 0’)) 
of G,(t; 0”) by replacing BFO(x) with BpO’(x) = n ~ “*KFO(x; n) on an 
appropriate probability space. 
THEOREM. If conditions (i)--(vi) are satisfied, then on a suitable 
probability space we have 
Consequently, {f”(.)} converges weakly in ST(S) to G,(.; 0’). 
Proof: We may and do assume that both (1.3) and (2.4) hold true with 
the same Kiefer process KFO(x, U) on our basic probability space. Proceeding 
along the general line of [I], we obtain, first by the multivariate Lagrange 
theorem, that 
F,,(t) = T,,(t) + n”’ jRd k(x; t) d(F(x; 0”) - F(x; I!?,)] 
= P)(f) + d;‘)(t) - (d/*(8, - eo), ~,(t; e,*)) 
= T(“)(t) - (n l/*(fJn - eo), H,(t; eo)) + d;)(t) + A L*)(t) 
= T”‘(f) - 
( 
n- 1’2 6 l(xj ; eo), H~(c; eo)) 
,Tl 
+ Q(t) + d:*)(t) + E,H~(~; eo) 
= P)(t) - 
( 
jRd 1(x; e0) dBE(x), H,(t; e0)) 
+ q(t) + d:*‘(t) + E,,H&; eo) + (L,, H,(t; eo)), 
where 
by (2.4) and lie,* - Boll < 114, - 8’11. Since n”*(8,, - 8’) has an asymptotic 
(normal) distribution, implying in turn O,* -+’ tY”, we have 
H,(t; 80) - H,(t; 8;)) 15 0 (3.1) 
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by condition (vi). Because of the same condition and because E, -+’ 0 by 
condition (iv), we also have 
ysp II %ff& e”)ll~o* (3.2) 
Since sup{]]H& 8’): t E S) is bounded, again by condition (vi), the theorem 
will be proved if we show that 
I/L, (I = 
I/ 
jRd Z(x; e”> faq$(x) - n - l’* f qxj; eO)JJ 5 0. (3.3) 
j=l 
This is a multivariate extension of Lemma 3.1 of [l] and its proof is 
indicated in Section 6 of [ 11, apparently with a then weaker version of (1.3). 
It can formally be accomplished as follows. Since JR1 I(x; 8”) dF,(x) = 0 by 
condition (iv), we can write 
L,= l(x; e”) Cd.4 Jx) 
with d,(x) = p,,(x) - BpO’(x). By condition (v) we can choose u(n) --t co so 
slow that ud(n) V,(u(n)) + 0. Therefore, breaking up the integral at u(n) and 
integrating by parts we get, with some constant C > 0, 
almost surely by (1.3). Thus the Chebishev inequality 
where E > 0 and 1, is thejth coordinate function of 1, gives (3.3) by condition 
(iv). The theorem is proved. 
For ending this section we note that it is easy to strengthen the above 
Theorem, at least in the case d = 1, to a strong approximation result if we 
use Proposition 4 instead of Proposition 2 for the difference T,, - T(“). 
Assuming the stronger conditions (3.2)(vii), (viii) of [l] instead of the above 
(v) for l, Lemma 3.2 of [l] gives, with some E > 0, that llL,,l\ = O(n-3, a.s., 
replacing (3.3) above. Also, if we add to condition (vi) above that 
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jRd k(x; t) @F(x; 19) is uniformly bounded on S x O,, where 
v; = (ape;,... a’/aC?i), then, by making use of the two-term Taylor formula 
instead of the Lagrange theorem, (3.1) can be strengthened to a law of 
iterated logarithm. Finally, if we require (to adjust (3.2)) that. E, = O(h,), 
a.s., for E, of condition (iv) with h, + 0, a condition often satisfied by 
maximum likelihood estimators (cf. Section 4 of [l]), then we arrive at the 
following result. If d= 1 then under conditions (i)*, (ii)*, and the just 
described “starred versions” of conditions (iv), (v) and (vi), we have 
;zsp 1 f”(t) - Gp’(t; 0”) 1 = O(a,), a.~., (3.4) 
where a, = max(n -‘, n-“, h,) with ,l > 0 of Proposition 4. 
4. THE KERNEL-TRANSFORMED ESTIMATED EMPIRICAL PROCESS 
ON THE PARAMETER SPACE 
Now the second problem of the Introduction can be formally posed as 
follows. For a given family ST of (1.4) find the kernel k(x; t) and the domain 
S = {t ] such that the six conditions (i)-(vi) of the Theorem are satisfied, and 
there is a continuous functional rp on Q(S) such that the distribution of 
a)(Gk(., 0”)) does not depend on 0’. If we do not have any prior knowledge 
of the whereabouts of 0’, apart from that it is an inner point of 0, required 
by condition (vi), then we must require conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) 
for any inner point 8, i.e., in case of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), for any 
F(.; 0) instead of just Fo(.) = F(.; t9”). The problem is quite probably 
hopeless in the above generality. It is perhaps better to ask what are the 
families Sr for which the required kernel k and domain S can be found. 
As to the latter, one feels that the whole problem should be decided on the 
parameter space. Let us choose q to be p, and assume that the true value 8’ 
is an interior point of the compact set S c 0 c lip. This assumption belongs 
to the composite hypothesis H, that the distribution F(+ ; 0”) belongs to the 
family KS = (F(. ; 0): 8 E S c RP}, in such a way that 8’ is an interior point 
of S, and we would like to test this using the process 
Tn(e) = n”’ JRd k(x; e) d[F,(x) - F(x; &)I, eE s. 
The Theorem implies the following result. 
COROLLARY. Under conditions (i)-(vi) the random variable 
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converges in distribution to the normal X(0, a:(@“)) random variable 
G,(O’, e”), where 
o:(O) = jRd k’(x; 0) dF(x; 6) - ( jRd k(x; 0) dF(x; 0)) * 
+ fz,.e; 8) M(B) frge; 8). 
ProoJ By adding and subtracting, we obtain, on the probability space of 
the Theorem, that 
fn,cd,) = Qeo) + [T,(B,) - T(~B,)I 
+ [P(B,) - P(eo)] + [P(eo) - T,(eo)] 
+ n”2 [k(X; 8,) - k(X; e')] d[F(X; 8') - F(X; &,>I. 
We have, with E > 0, 
where the first term goes to zero by the consistency of 8,, and the second by 
Proposition 2. By the sample continuity of T, of which T(“) is a copy, and 
consistency, we also have T(“)(d,J - T’“‘(B’) --+’ 0, and Proposition 2 also 
takes care of the third bracketed term. The last one, with a e,* satisfying 
I( e; - t9OII < IIS, - 8011, is equal to 
( 
nl'*(On - eo), Rd [k(x; 0,) - k(x; eo)] dv,~(x; e,*) i ) 
= (d/*(8, - eo), rr,(B,; e,*) - fr,(eo; e,*)), 
and this goes to zero in probability by conditions (iv) and (vi). Since Y?n(80) 
converges in law to G,(B*; 8’) by the Theorem, the corollary is proved. 
The argument preceding (3.4) and an extra estimation of 
1 T’“‘(d,) - T’“‘(8°)], which is similar to the second half of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 in [4] and uses the log log law for 16, - 8’1 and an estimate of 
M. Cdrgii and P. Rtvesz for the increments of a Brownian bridge (cf. 
page 799 of [l]), give the following strong form of the Corollary. If d = 1, 
then under theYstarred conditions” of (3.4) we have 
I fn(O,) - Gr)(BO; eo)l = O(a,), a.s., 
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on the probability space of (1.3). Consequently, 
5. DISCUSSION: FURTHER PROBLEMS AND COMMENTS 
(1) Having proved the Corollary above, reduced and probably more 
hopeful versions of the general problems of the preceding section can be 
formulated as follows. What is the kernel k(x; r9), belonging to the family *Fs 
and satisfying conditions (i j(vi) in any interior point of S, for which the 
standard deviation function a,(0) of the Corollary is constant on S? Or, 
rather, what are the families S, possessing such a kernel, and what are the 
corresponding constants u FE a,(e)? 
(2) When testing the composite hypothesis H, preceding the Corollary 
by means of the statistic fn(8,), one should theoretically reject H, at the 
significance level (1 - CY) 100% if / F,(8,)1 exceeds the critical value 
x,(k; 8’), where x,(k; 8) is the solution of 
where @ is the standard normal distribution function. In accordance with 
common practice in such situations it is just natural to propose the use of the 
critical value x,(k; 8,). If one is to accept this procedure, then the question 
of what kernel k is to be used in p,,(f?,) of (4.1) still arises. Theoretically the 
best k is the one minimising cr,J@‘) and thus achieving asymptotic efficiency 
among such statistics. Since 0’ is unknown, the best thing is to choose that 
kernel kelf for which u,c,(S) < u,JB) for any 8 E S and any k satisfying the 
regularity conditions corresponding to Fs. This “asymptotically uniformly 
efftcient’3 kernel is very probably that k for which 
H,(e; e) M(e) H;(e; e) = 0, eE s, (5.1) 
that is, for which the corresponding variance function 
U;(8) = fRd k+; 0) &(X; 0) - (IRd k(X; 0) &‘(x; If)) * 
is of the same structure as the one when parameters are not estimated. It is 
not clear what are the families Fs, if there are any at all, for which there is a 
k satisfying (5.1) together with the regularity conditions (i)-(vi) belonging to 
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.&. Note that if p = 1, then (5.1) is the same as H,(B; 6) = 
jRd k(x; 19) dv,P(x; 19) 3 19, and H,(O; 8) can very often be written as 
q(e; e) = JRd tqx; e) af$ ‘) dx 
with the density f(x; 0) of F(x; t9). 
(3) With the obvious changes in certain formulae, all the results in 
this paper can be extended for complex-valued kernels. 
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